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Abstract

Spurred by the enormous expense of
developing heterogeneous fields and by
the desire of oil companies to increase
ultimate recove ry, the science of reservoir
characte rization is making rapid progress .
Reservoir characte rization encompasses
all techniques and methods that improve
understanding the geological and
petrophysical controls of Huid flow . The
objective is to provide practical reservoir
models for optimum field development .

This paper presents a comprehensive
geostatistical evaluation of the distribution
of interwel) porosity and permeability in a
carbonate reservoir located in the south
sast part of Turkey . Major geological units
veere firstly identified using welt log and
core data, and then divided into subzones.
A zonation technique was used to identify
and describe naturally occurring zones in
the reservoir . The variation of geologic
and petrophysical propertjes that exist
within each subzone was defined . A
kriging technique was used to produce
statistica) distributions of reservoir
propertjes between Wells at the reservoir
scale. Finally , an input data file for the
simulation of the production performance
of the field was developed .

1 . Introduction

An accurate reservoir desc ription - the
interral , three dimensional va riation of
reservoir rock prope rt jes - or geological
complexity is essential to effectjus
reservoir management (') . During p ri mary
production , area) va riation of prope rtjes
such as permeability , poros ity , thickness
and saturation influence both oil recove ry
and its dist ri bution in the field . During
seconda ry and tert iary production , vertical
reservoir heterogeneity is a predominant
factor affecting oil recovery . Knowledge of
reservoir geology is pa rt icularly important
when reservoir simulation models are
used to evaluate and predict reservoir
performance .

The problem of defining the geolog ic
complexity can be divided into three
stages :

• Defining the reservoir 's macro structure
using deterministic data .

• Defining the micro scale variations us ing
statistica) techniques geostatist i cs .

• Readjusting the detailed geologic model
to be suitable input for a reservoir
simulator.

The first stage a ims to construct a
geologic description using the seismic ,
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static data from cores and logs, and
dynamic production data from welt testing .
In this stage lithological or depositional
units are identified and if possible
subdivided into subzones. Flow units
represent an assemblage of facies having
similar characteristics. The significance of
dividing sedimentary interwals into flow
units is that each flow unit usually reflects
a specific depositional environment and
the characteristics of Huid flow. In most
cases, this macro scale characterization
results in a layer cake model . However,
more complex arrangements such as
jigsaw and labyrinth models are reported
in the literature (2) .

Once the large -scale structure has been
defined , the next stage focuses on
defining the complexity within each
subzone generated in the first stage .
Lithofacies correlation and associated
petrophysical valnes such as porosity and
permeability are commonly forced from
welt to welt by geostatistical techniques .
For a Biven prope rty, a va ri ogram is
constructed from pairs of data generally
measured in Wells . All of the computed
points on the va ri ograms are fit by
mathematica) models that best captured
the ve rt ical and ho rizontal behaviour using
a method Galled , indicative goodness of fit
(IGF)(3) . As the name implies it is a
measure of how Bood the fit represents
the o riginal va riogram .

A fter modelling is complete the next step
i s to estimate the valnes of petrophysica l
variables at unsampled locat ions . A
geostatistical technique used for
estimation purposes in conventional
analogy is commonly Galled kr iging (4) . At
this point , conditional simulation which is a
geostatistical method can be used to
generate equiprobable reservoir
desc ri ption (5) • The final stage consists of
scal i ng up or ensh ri ning the high
resolution petrophysical data into sma l ler
number of larger g rid blocks , so that the
computer storage problem is solved . To
preserve the effect of heterogeneity at a ll
stales , a se ries of scale up operations
can be performed , each dealing with

heterogeneity larger than the previous
operation .

Although it is generally thought that the
data Erom at least 20 or 30 Wells should be
used for a well description An Ping
Yang(6) states that it is possible to use as
few as two Wells to generate a cross-
section , if a fractal approach is used .
In this study , instead of a fractal approach
we consider the utilization of conventional
characte rization techniques combined
with geological information to generate a
cross-section .

A carbonate reservoir located in the south
east part of Turkey was characte rized
using the methodology desc ri bed above .

2. Description Of The Field

CBS field, located in the vicinity of Siverek
in south east Turkey, is explored and
developed by Turkish Petroleum
Company. The field is a rather smalt one,
consists of 6 Wells, two of which is
producing right now . The welt spacing is
about 400 meters and the Wells are drilled
randomly. At both of the Wells the
movable hydrocarbon (13 °API crude oil)
seems to be in KBB formation as
observed from the logs . This formation is
a fractured carbonate and the flow is
mainly from the fractures which are
continuos and hair like . The target
formation consists of mainly limestone
with traces of shale and dolomite. The
company has decided not to perforate the
CBS 2 welt due to the results of DST and
coring operations for which the
permeability is thought to be low . However
CBS 1 welt is perforated to produce oil
between the interwals [1489-1507m],
[1526-1551 m] and [1157-1565m] . The
rest of the Wells are closed because of
--conomical reasons .

3 . Characterization Of The Fiel d

Using the methodology described
previously CBS field was characterized .
Because of the current situation of the
field the characterization was done
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between two Wells . First the petrophysical
valnes veere . gathered using the log and
core data ánd then these veere used in
combination witli the geological data
gathered du ring d ri lling to generate flow
units . It lias been observed that there are
three main formations within the reservoi r

KBBB , KBBC and KBGZ as shown in
Figure 1 . Although both of these
formations are possible oil producing
zones only KBBC formation was
perforated by the company . Because of
this fact it was decided to focus on this
zone . However for the sake of
completeness the other zones that are
present within the reservoir veere
characterized too .

In order to determ ine the flow un its of
KBBC formation , which seems to be the
most prospectful format ion throughout the
fi e l d , the log poros ity data of th is formation
was transformed to core poros ity data by
ut ilizing the following re lation

~ COfe = ( 1 . 12043945) • ~„g (1)

the sake of simplicity it has been assumed
that the above relationship holds for this
zone . Having the above relationsFiip
established , permeability data was'
generated for each subsequent depth ,
and a data file is prepared for each zone .
The data file consisted of depth , log
porosity and permeability valnes for each
formation . Then these veere used to
analyze the basic statistica) parameters
like the dist ribution type and the histogram
of the data via a software , namely Geo -
EAS (Geostatica) Environmental
Assessment Software) which is a
collection of interactive software tools for
performing finro-dimensional geostatistical
analysis of spatially dist ri buted data(8) . The
corresponding plots presented in Figures
2 and 3 veere obtained for KBBC zone . It
can be easily observed that porosity
dist ri butions are normai whereas
permeability dist ributions are log normai .
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Figure 1-Zonation Diagram of the CBS
Field

Then for the same depths by using a
logarithmic porosity - permeability
relationship transformed core porosity is
related to core permeability as shown
below:

logk = (0 .1555)~COfe -(2.2773) (2)

Although it lias been reported by Lucia m
that permeability was not directly related
to porosity because of the great va riability
i n the pore geomet ry for carbonates , for

Cumulative %

Figure 2 . Norma) D ist ri but ion of Porosity
through KBBC Zone

Then these raw data was fed to snother
software because of the memory
limitations of Geo-EAS, VarioWIN to
create pair comparison files (pcfl (3) . These
files are then used to create variograms .
Creating a variogram for a zone Weeds a
tedious work. One should estimate suc h
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lag distantes that the resulting variogram
represents similar characteristics by
changing the lag distantes with littie
i ncrements or decrements. Then models
are fit to these va riograms and I GF
analysis is performed.
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Figure 3 . Log Normal Dist ribution of
Permeability through KBBC Zon e

The IGF is calculated eve ry time the 2D
general model is modified . It gives a
measure of how welt the model adjusts
the directional (cross) va riogram . It i s
mathematically presented by the fol lowing
equation :

I GF = N~~ n( k ) ' h(i) 6z

1 = o
(3 )

The IGF is a number w ithout units and a
value close to zero indicates a good fit .
Since it is a standardized measure of fit ,
its value is comparable from one
modelling session to another allowing the
user to check how well the models fit the
expe ri mental measures nume rically .
Figures 5 through 8 shows the va riograms
of porosity and permeability generated

using the above methodology . It is
interesting to note that each va riogram
has a specific and different model fit which
ensures the flow unit determination
process carried out previously . In other
words , the va riograms successfully
identified pattems of heterogeneity .
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6 . Va riogram and Model fit of
Porosity for KBBC Formatio n

Then via these models the data is b lock
krigged by utiliz ing Geo-EAS . In order to
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check whether the created va riograms are
representing , ;ythe o rig inal data , cross
validation is pérfóRned by us ing the same
software . Cross va lidation is car ri ed out at
the we l t locations i . e ., compa ri ng the
estimated data with the known log data . It
has been observed that a very welt
correlat ion exists w ith the est imated data
and the known data as . The resuits are
presented as contour maps wh ich can be
seen in F igures 11 through 14 .
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Figure 7 . Va riogram and Model fit of
Porosity for KBBB Formation

After va riogram analysis flow units of the
formations veere identified . The main
c riterion to establish the flow : units is
evaluating the derivative of the
permeability with respect to depth . To do
this finite difference formulas for equally
spaced data veere used(9) . Since the d ri lled
Wells penetrated the KBBC formation at
different vertical Bistances , these
de rivatives veere plotted with respect to
depth for each well as shown in Figure 9
and 10 . A subzone throughout the KBBC
formation is developed via inspecting the
de rivative of permeability plots . The
following zones are correlated [1531-
1536 . 9 m] for CBS1 and [1532 . 1 - 1542m]
for CBS2 , and the resulting permeability
estimate is obtained using the
aforementioned subzones .

The resulting cross-validation p lots of the
models of porosity and permeability
distribution of KBBC formation which is
presented by Figures 15 and 16
respectively , indicate that the models
perfectly fit to the data which can also be
verifled by checking out the IGF results of
the corresponding fits .
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Figure 8 . Va riogram and Model fit of
Permeability for KBBC Formation
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Having the characterization completed the
next step performed was the preparation
of an input file to a simulator. The
simulator utilized was the well known
BQAST(I0) . An attractive feature of thé
BAAST simulator is that it was developed
by DOE, extensiveiy tested, and is publicly
available at low cost . Because of the
limitations in computer memory the
permeability and porosity data generated
previously Weed to be scaled again . In
order to achieve this goal pseudo
functions that couple rock capillary
pressure curves witti the petrophysical
data Weed to be defined as reported by
Kyte and Berryt11?. However it is allo
possible to repeat the characterization
process witti a spatial Bistance larger
compared to the ariginal case for scaling
purposes. Test cases veere tried on a
cross-section water flooding schema
utilizing a 25x25, 10x10, and finally 5x5
resolution . It hos been observed that the
flow behaviour of the detailed model wa s
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anisotrop ic , whereas the simpler approach
yielded more isotropic behav iour and
s ignificant ly h igher recove ries as
observed from F igure 17 . Th is behaviour
was a lso observed when pseudo functions
are used (11) . So, it has been conc luded
that smalt-scale . heterogeneity affects
reservo i r producibil ity, and small-scale
structure cannot be ignored . However it
shou ld be noted that because of the
simpl ifications, it is not possible to relate
th is cross-sect ion problem d irectly to the
fie ld problem .
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4 . Conclus ions

A highly heterogeneous carbonate
reservoir located in south east Turkey was
characte rized using combined
geostatistical and geological modelling .
Based on the results of the study the
following conclusions veere reached :

1 . The reservoir was divided into
subzones and analyzed independently .
The resulting models which are different
from each other showed that the
assumption of stationa rity was proper for
this study .

2 . The scarcity of the data let us to
characterize the fi eld in two dimensions .

3 . A simulator input file was generated
using the generated petrophysical data .
Kriging techniques veere used instead of
pseudo functions for scaling purposes. It
has been observed that scaling results in
toss of heterogeneity .
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6 . Nomenclature

poros ity , fractions

K : permeabi li ty , m d

N : number of directional va riogram
measures used for the mode l

n(k) : number of lag for the klh va riogram
measure

P(i) : number of pair for lag i

h(i) : mean Bistance for lag i

hmax (k) : maximum Bistance for the kth
variogram measure

y( i) : experimental va riogram measure
for lag i

y '(i) modeled variogram measure for
the mean Bistance of lag i

62 variance of the data
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